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LEADLESS PACEMAKER USING PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS FOR
PACING CAPTURE VERIFICATION

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application claims the benefit of and priority to US Provisional

Patent Application Serial No. 62/359,358, filed July 7, 2016, the disclosure of which

is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

Some implantable medical devices such as pacemakers can be used to treat

patients suffering from various heart conditions that can result in a reduced ability of

the heart to deliver sufficient amounts of blood to a patient's body. In some cases,

heart conditions may lead to rapid, irregular, and/or inefficient heart contractions. To

help alleviate some of these conditions, various devices (e.g., pacemakers,

defibrillators, etc.) can be implanted in a patient's body. Such devices are often used

to monitor heart activity and provide electrical stimulation to the heart to help the

heart operate in a more normal, efficient and/or safe manner.

Prior pacemakers have generally used one or more transvenous leads with

intracardiac electrodes to deliver pacing therapy. Newer generation devices may take

the form of a leadless cardiac pacemaker (LCP), such as the Medtronic Miera™ or

Nanostim™ leadless pacemakers, as well as other LCP products that are in

development.

The pacing pulse delivered by a pacemaker is intended to evoke a response by

the myocardium. When the pacing pulse causes the desired evoked response

(typically an effective and appropriately times contraction of one or more chambers),

the pacing pulse is said to have "captured" the relevant chamber. For purposes herein,

the evoked response to a pace pulse that captures the relevant chamber is termed an

"evoked capture response." Typically effective capture requires at least a threshold

voltage or current be output; this capture threshold can vary in a given patient for

various reasons. Setting the output energy of a pacemaker too low can fail to ensure

reliable capture; setting the output energy too high can waste current and reduce

battery life of the typically non-rechargeable battery. As a result, periodic or

occasional confirmation and/or adjustment of the output energy of a pacemaker may

be performed to ensure reliable capture without wasting energy. Such adjustment



requires the ability to verify pacing capture. Some devices may be setup to verify

pac g capture on an ongoing bases, rather than as a part of a test procedure. New

and alternative methods for pacing capture verification are desired.

OVERVIEW

In selected embodiments, the present invention comprises methods, devices,

and/or systems for performing pacing capture verification in implantable medical

devices, such as leadless cardiac pacemakers, using a pressure signal. An example

implantable medical device includes a pressure sensor and is configured to monitor

for an evoked capture response using the pressure sensor following pace delivery.

Various factors of the pressure waveform may be used including the use of threshold,

ternpiating, and slope, as well as comparing cross-domain sensed events including

using a fiducial point from the pressure signal for comparison to an acoustic,

electrical, or motion event, or the use of data obtained from a second device which

may be implanted, wearable, or external to the patient.

A first non-limiting example an implantable medical device comprising at

least first and second electrodes for at least one of delivering therapy or sensing

electrical signals; a pressure sensor for sensing intracardiac pressure; and operational

circuitry coupled to the electrodes and the pressure sensor; wherein the operational

circuitry is configured to perform a pressure based capture verification process

including the following: deliver an electrical pacing stimulus to the heart of a patient

using the at least first and second electrodes; monitor for an evoked capture response

indicating the electrical pacing stimulus was captured using the pressure sensor; and if

the evoked capture response is detected, conclude that the electrical pacing stimulus

captured at least a portion of the patient's heart; and if the evoked capture response is

not detected, conclude that the electrical pacing stimulus did not capture the patient's

heart.

A second non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in the

first non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to monitor

for an evoked capture response by obtaining a signal received with the pressure sensor

over a period of time following delivery of the electrical pacing stimulus, extracting a

feature from the pressure signal, and comparing the extracted feature to a feature

threshold, such that: if the feature threshold is exceeded, the operational circuitry is

configured to conclude that the evoked capture response has been detected; and if the



feature threshold is not exceeded, the operational circuitry is configured to conclude

that the evoked capture response has not been detected.

A third non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in the

second non-limiting example, wherein the extracted feature is a peak pressure during

systole and the feature threshold is a pressure threshold. A fourth non-limiting

example takes the form of a medical device as in the second non-limiting example,

wherein the extracted feature is a minimum pressure during diastole, and the feature

threshold is a minimum pressure threshold for diastole. A fifth non-limiting example

takes the form of a medical device as in the second non-limiting example, wherein the

extracted feature is a peak rate of change of pressure during systole, and the feature

threshold is a minimum rate of change of pressure. A sixth non-limiting example

takes the fo n of a medical device as in the second non-limiting example, wherein the

extracted feature is a minimum rate of change of pressure, and the feature threshold is

a minimum rate of change of pressure. A seventh non-limiting example takes the

fonn of a medical device as in the second non-limiting example, wherein the extracted

feature is an area under the curve of a measured pressure over a period of time, and

the feature threshold is a minimum area.

An eighth non-limiting example takes the fonn of a medical device as in any

of the second to seventh examples, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to

perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in which: the operational

circuitry issues one or more electrical pacing stimulus to the heart of the patient using

the at least first and second electrodes, the one or more electrical pacing stimulus

being delivered using pacing parameters that are expected to capture the heart; the

operational circuitry obtains signals from the pressure sensor and determines an

expected feature value using obtained pressure signals corresponding to evoked

capture responses; the operational circuitry sets the feature threshold in relation to the

expected feature value.

A ninth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in any of

the second to seventh non-limiting examples, wherein the operational circuitry is

configured to perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in which: the

medical device communicates with a second device, the second device being

configured to determine whether pacing pulses delivered by the medical device

capture the heart; the operational circuitry issues at least one electrical pacing

stimulus to the heart of the patient using the at least first and second electrodes and



receives confirmation from the second device that capture has occurred generating

one or more confirmed evoked capture responses: the operational circuitry obtains

signals from the pressure sensor and determines an expected feature value

corresponding to the one or more confirmed evoked capture responses; the

operational circuitry sets the feature threshold in relation to the expected feature

value.

A tenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in any of

the second to seventh non-limiting examples, wherein the operational circuitry is

configured to perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in which: the

operational circuitry issues at least one electrical pacing stimulus to the heart of the

patient using the at least first and second electrodes; the operational circuitry analyzes

an electrical signal sensed from the heart and determines that capture has occurred

generating one or more confirmed evoked capture responses: the operational circuitry

obtains signals from the pressure sensor and determines an expected feature value

corresponding to the one or more confirmed evoked capture responses; the

operational circuitry sets the feature threshold in relation to the expected feature

value.

An eleventh non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in the

first non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to monitor

for an evoked capture response by obtaining a signal received with the pressure sensor

over a period of time following delivery of the electrical pacing stimulus, and

comparing the obtained pressure signal to an evoked pressure signal template, such

that: if the evoked pressure signal template matches the obtained pressure signal, the

operational circuitry is configured to conclude that the evoked capture response has

been detected; and if the evoked pressure signal template fails to match the obtained

pressure signal, the operational circuitry is configured to conclude that the evoked

capture response has not been detected.

A twelfth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in the

eleventh non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to

perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in which: the operational

circuitry issues one or more electrical pacing stimulus to the heart of the patient using

the at least first and second electrodes, the one or more electrical pacing stimulus

being delivered at an energy that is expected to capture the heart; the operational



circuitry obtains signals from the pressure sensor and determines an evoked pressure

signal template.

A thirteenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in the

eleventh non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to

perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in which: the medical device

communicates with a second device, the second device being configured to determine

whether pacing pulses delivered by the medical device capture the heart; the

operational circuitry issues at least one electrical pacing stimulus to the heart of the

patient using the at least first and second electrodes and receives confirmation from

the second device that capture has occurred generating one or more confirmed evoked

capture responses; the operational circuitry obtains signals from the pressure sensor

corresponding to the confirmed evoked capture responses, and determines an evoked

pressure signal template

A fourteenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in the

eleventh non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to

perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in which: the operational

circuitry issues at least one electrical pacing stimulus to the heart of the patient using

the at least first and second electrodes; the operational circuitry analyzes an electrical

signal sensed from the heart and determines that capture has occurred generating one

or more confirmed evoked capture responses; the operational circuitry obtains signals

from the pressure sensor corresponding to the confirmed evoked capture responses,

and determines an evoked pressure signal template.

A fifteenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in any

of the eleventh to fourteenth non-limiting examples, further comprising a posture

sensor, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to store a plurality of template

evoked pressure signal templates corresponding to at least first and second postures of

the patient. A sixteenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

any of the eleventh to fourteenth non-limiting examples, wherein the first medical

device is configured for implantation in a first chamber of the heart, and the second

medical device is configured for implantation in a second chamber of the heart,

wherein at least one of the first and second medical devices is configured to store a

plurality of evoked pressure signal templates including: an evoked pressure signal

template for capture by only one of the first and second medical devices; and an



evoked pressure signal template corresponding to capture by both of the first and

second medical devices.

A sixteenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in the

first non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to monitor

for an evoked capture response by obtaining a signal received with the pressure sensor

over a period of time following delivery of the electrical pacing stimulus, and is

further configured to: identify a first point in time at which a peak pressure signal

occurs; identify a second point in time at which a selected cardiac event takes place

using a heart sound detectable within the pressure signal, the heart sound relating to

an atrial event, wherein the electrical pacing stimulus is configured to excite a

ventricle; calculate an interval between the first and second points in time; and

determine whether an evoked capture response has been detected using the interval;

wiierein: if the interval is shorter than a threshold, the operational circuitry is

configured to conclude that the evoked capture response has occurred; and if the

interval is longer than a threshold, the operational circuitiy is configured to conclude

that the evoked capture response has not occurred.

A seventeenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

the first non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to

monitor for an evoked capture response by: obtaining a pressure signal received with

the pressure sensor over a period of time following delivery of the electrical pacing

stimulus and a cardiac electrical signal; determining an R-wave time at which the

electrical R-wave signal of the heart occurs following the electrical pacing stimulus;

determining a pressure time at which predefined event in the obtained pressure signal

occurs; calculating an interval between the R-wave time and the pressure time;

comparing the interval to a threshold and: if the interval exceeds the threshold,

determining that the evoked capture response has occurred; and if the interval does

not exceed the threshold, determining that the evoked capture response has not

occurred.

An eighteenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

the first non-limiting example, further comprising a motion sensor, wherein the

operational circuitry s configured to monitor for an evoked capture response by:

obtaining a pressure signal received with the pressure sensor over a period of time

following delivery of the electrical pacing stimulus and a motion signal sensed with

the motion sensor; determining a motion time at which the motion sensor detects



cardiac movement following e electrical pacing stimulus; determining a pressure

time at which a peak or minimum pressure in the obtained signal occurs: determining

whether each of: (a) the pressure signal exceeds a pressure threshold: and (b) the

motion time and the pressure time temporally correlate to one another; if both a) and

b) occur, determining that the evoked capture response has occurred; and if one or

both of a) and b) do not occur, determining that the evoked capture response has not

occurred.

A nineteenth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

the first non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to

monitor for an evoked capture response by: obtaining a pressure signal received with

the pressure sensor over a period of time following delivery- of the electrical pacing

stimulus; determining a maximum slope of the pressure signal; and if the maximum

slope is greater than a threshold, determining that the evoked capture response has not

occurred; or if the maximum slope is not greater than the threshold, determining that

the evoked capture response has occurred.

A twentieth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in any

of the first to nineteenth non-limiting examples, wherein the operational circuitry is

configured to perform an electrical pacing capture verification process in addition to

the pressure based capture verification process, the electrical pacing capture

verification process comprising one or more of: electrically comparing a sensed

electrical signal after delivery of therapy to one or more thresholds; or electrically

comparing a sensed electrical signal after delivery of therapy to a template; wherein

the operational circuitry is configured to use the electrical pacing capture verification

process as a default capture verification process, and to reference the pressure-based

capture verification process in the event that at least one of: the electrical pacing

capture verification process becomes unavailable or unreliable; or the electrical

pacing capture verification process returns one or more ambiguous results.

A twenty-first non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

any of the first to twentieth non-limiting examples, wherein the medical device takes

the form of a leadless cardiac pacemaker configured for implantation and operation

within the left ventricle of a patient.

A twenty-second non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as

in any of the first to twentieth non-limiting examples, wherein the medical device



takes the form of a leadless cardiac pacemaker configured for implantation and

operation within the right ventricle of a patient.

A twenty-third non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

a y of the first to twentieth non-limiting examples, wherein the medical device takes

the form of a leadless cardiac pacemaker configured for implantation and operation

within at least one of the left or right atria of a patient.

A twenty-fourth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

any of the first to twenty-third non-limiting examples, in which the operational

circuitry is configured, in response to a finding that an evoked capture response is not

detected, to determine whether a change in atrio-ventricular delay is likely a cause of

a failure to capture the heart leading to a lack of evoked capture response.

A twenty-fifth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

the twenty-fourth non-limiting example, wherein the operational circuitry is

configured to communicate with a second implantable device to facilitate

determination of whether a change in atrio-ventricular delay is likely a cause of a

failure to capture the heart.

A twenty-sixth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

any of the first to twenty-fifth non-limiting examples, in which the operational

circuitry is configured, in response to a finding that an evoked capture response is not

detected, to determine whether an intrinsic R-wave has taken place prior to the pacing

therapy.

A twenty-seventh non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as

in any of first to twenty-sixth non-limiting examples further comprising a chemical

sensor for monitoring for the presence or quantity of a selected chemical in the

patient; and the operational circuitry is configured to perform an evoked pressure

signal initialization process in response to a change in an output of the chemical

sensor.

A twenty-eighth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

any of first to twenty-seventh non-limiting examples wherein the medical device is

configured to detect respiration of a patient; and the operational circuitry is configured

to perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in response to a change in

the patient's respiration.

A twenty-ninth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

any of first to twenty-eighth non-limiting examples, wherein the medical device is



configured o detect sleep state of a patient; and the operational circuitry is configured

to perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in response to a change in

the patient's sleep state.

A thirtieth non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in any

of first to twenty-ninth non-limiting examples, wherein: the medical device is

configured to detect an activity level of a patient: and the operational circuitry is

configured to perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in response to a

change in the patient s activity level.

A thirty-first non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

any of the first to thirtieth non-limiting examples, wherein the operational circuitry is

configured to perform an evoked pressure signal initialization process in response to a

change in pacing parameters.

A thirty-second non-limiting example takes the form of a medical device as in

any of the first to thirty-first non-limiting examples, wherein: the medical device is

configured to detect arrhythmias of the patient's heart; and the operational circuitry is

configured to perform the evoked pressure signal initialization process in response to

detecting an arrhythmia

A thirty-third non-limiting example takes the form of a method of treating a

patient comprising implanting a medical device as in any of the first to thirty-second

non-limiting examples, and activating the device to deliver pacing therapy and

perform pacing capture verification.

A thirty-fourth non-limiting example takes the form of a method of verifying

pacing capture comprising using a device as in any of the first to thirty-second non-

limiting examples to perform pacing capture verification using pressure signals.

This overview is intended to provide an overview of subject matter of the

present patent application. It is not intended to provide an exclusive or exhaustive

explanation of the invention. The detailed description is included to provide further

information about the present patent application.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings, which are not necessarily drawn to scale, like numerals may

describe similar components in different views. Like numerals having different letter

suffixes may represent different instances of similar components. The drawings



illustrate generally, by way of example, but not by way of limitation, various

embodiments discussed in the present document.

Figure 1 illustrates implantation of one or more medical devices in the heart of

a patient;

Figure 2 shows an illustrative implantable medical device;

Figure 3 illustrates acoustic, electrical and pressure waveforms that occur

during atypical cardiac cycle;

Figure 4 shows an illustrative method in block flow format;

Figure 5A shows an illustrative method in block flow format;

Figure 5B shows an illustrative initialization method for use with the method

of Figure 5A;

Figure 6A shows an illustrative method in block flow format;

Figure 6B shows an illustrative initialization method for use with the method

of Figure 6A;

Figures 7-12 shows illustrative methods in block flow fonn.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 illustrates implantation of one or more medical devices in the heart of

a patient. The patient's heart 100 is shown in isolation for illustrative purposes. The

medical devices may take the form of pacemakers. For example, a first leadless

cardiac pacemaker (LCP) is shown implanted in the right ventricle (RV), at 102, and a

second LCP is shown implanted in the left ventricle (LV), at 04. The use of two

LCP devices in one patient is optional; if desired only the RV LCP 102 may be

provided, or, instead, only the LV LCP 04 may be provided. Other positions may be

used, including, for example, providing an LCP in the right atrium (RA) or left atrium

(LA), as shown at 106, 108, respectively.

In other examples, an additional implantable device such as a subcutaneous

defibrillator (not shown) may be included. Subcutaneous implantable defibrillators

may include, for example, the Emblem S-ICD System™ offered by Boston Scientific

Corporation. Combinations of subcutaneous defibrillators and LCP devices are

discussed, for example, in US PG Patent Publication Nos. 20160059025,

20160059024, 20160059022, 20160059007, 20160038742, 20150297902,

20150196769, 20150196758, 20150196757, and 20150196756, the disclosures of

which are incorporated herein by reference. The subcutaneous defibrillator and LCP



may, for example, exchange data related to cardiac function or device status, and may

operate together as a system to ensure appropriate determination of cardiac condition

(such as whether or not a ventricular tachyarrhythmia is occurring), as well as to

coordinate therapy such as by having the LCP deliver antitachycardia pacing in an

attempt to convert certain arrhythmias before the subcutaneous defibrillator delivers a

defibrillation shock. A substernal defibrillator may be used instead of the

subcutaneous defibrillator, as described, for example, in US PG Patent Pub. No.

2017/0021 159, titled SUBSTERNAL PLACEMENT OF A PACING AND/OR

DEFIBRILLATING ELECTRODE.

Communication may take place, as illustrated at 120, between the LCP

devices 102 and 104, for example. Any two or more of devices 102, 104, 106, 108

may communicate with one another. In addition, any of the implanted devices 102,

4, 106, 8 may communicate with an external device such as a programmer. Such

communication may use a conducted communication signal - where a voltage or

current output is generated at the electrodes of the device and sensed at a second

device, or may use inductive telemetry or RF telemetry, such as Medradio, ISM, or

Bluetooth communication, for example, in which a radiated signal is generated by an

antenna or coil; any other form of communication may be used as well, including

acoustic or optical communication. Communications may serve the purpose of

coordinating or commanding therapy between devices, sharing information such as

device diagnostics or indications of the patient's medical status, for example, the

cardiac rhythm of the patient or other cardiac condition, or to program one or more of

the implanted devices, or any other purpose.

Figure 2 is an illustration of an exemplary leadless cardiac pacemaker (LCP)

200. As can be seen in Figure 2, LCP 200 may be a compact device with all

components housed within LCP 200 or directly on housing 230. For example, LCP

200 may include operational circuitry including a telemetry module 202, pacing

output circuitry 204, and sensing modules including, for example, an electrogram

sensor 206, a posture or motion sensor 208, and a pressure or acoustic sensor 210.

The operational circuitry may include a processing module, as indicated at

212. The processing module 2 2 may include, for example and without limitation, a

state machine, a microcontroller, or a microprocessor, and/or various logic circuitry

including as needed dedicated signal processing circuitry. The implantable device is

powered by battery 214. The battery 2 4 may use any suitable battery chemistry and



may be either non-rechargeable or rechargeable (if battery 4 is rechargeable, there

would also be a recharging circuit and coil or transducer for recharging the battery

214). Battery 14 may instead take the form of a capacitor or super-capacitor for

rechargeable or on-demand externally powered use.

The illustrative device 200 further includes electrodes shown at 220A, 220B

for use in receiving electrical signals and/or outputting electrical therapy or signals.

Optional alternative positions for electrodes are also shown at 222. An anchoring

device may be provided as indicated at 224 and may include, for example, tines, a

helical coil, or other anchoring apparatus.

The telemetry module may include an antenna or inductive element and

associated frequency generating and control circuitry for use as an F telemetry or

inductive telemetry module using, for example, the ISM, Bluetooth, or Medradio

bands, as desired, or using an inductive telemetry solution, if desired. In some

examples, the telemetry module 202 may be adapted to provide output

communication signals via conducted communication by simply outputting electrical

energy via the electrodes 220A, 220B and/or 222.

'The electrogram sensor may include, for example, amplifiers and filtering

circuitry coupled to at least first and second electrodes (such as those at 220A, 220B,

and/or 222) for receiving input electrical signals including the cardiac electrogram.

As used herein, the electrogram is the cardiac signal as received within or very near to

cardiac tissue, as opposed to the far-field electrocardiogram, which generally refers to

the cardiac electrical signal as observed from a greater distance such as from outside

of e patient or outside of the ribcage. Typically the electrogram will be converted

from analog to digital form for analysis by the processing module 212, though this s

not required.

The posture/motion sensor may take the form of one or more accelerometers,

for example, a multi-axis accelerometer including first, second and third transducers.

The use of accelerometers to monitor posture and/or cardiac motion is known in the

art. Some discussion may be found in US PG Patent Pub. Nos. 20 7/0056665 and

2 7/0056666, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference.

The pressure or acoustic sensor 210 may comprises a pressure transducer.

Depending on the frequency selected for analysis, heart sounds (such as S , S2, S3,

and/or S4, which have relatively higher frequency) or changes in blood pressure

(lower frequency) may be monitored by the pressure or acoustic sensor. The output



of e pressure or acoustic sensor may, for example, be analyzed in two separate

channels to allow parallel processing of pressure signals and heart sound signals, if

desired. Alternatively or additionally, the output of the pressure or acoustic sensor

may also be analyzed for respiratory sounds or cardiac murmurs which have energy at

higher frequencies than S - S4 heart sounds, and may be analyzed via their own

processing channel.

The processing module 12 is coupled to each of these elements 202, 204,

206, 208, 210, and together these make up the operational circuitry of the device 200.

Additional elements may be provided including, for example, blood-oxygen sensors,

and other sensors which measure physiological parameters of the patient. Although

described with respect to Figure 2 as separate sensing modules, in some examples,

several of elements 202, 204, 206, 208, 210, 212 may be implemented on a single

integrated circuit chip. In other examples, the illustrated components may be

implemented in multiple integrated circuit chips that are in electrical communication

with one another.

The modules 202, 204, 206, 208, 210, 212 and battery 214 may be enclosed

and hermetically sealed within housing 230. Housing 230 may generally include any

materia] that is known as safe for implantation within a human body to prevent

ingress of from fluids and/or tissue when LCP 200 is implanted within a patient.

Optionally, if desired, the housing 230 may terminate near the battery such that a

portion of the battery housing is exposed, and may be used as electrode 220B, if

desired.

To implant LCP 200 inside patient's body, an operator (e.g., a physician,

clinician, etc.), may need to fix LCP 200 to the cardiac tissue of the patient's heart.

To facilitate fixation, LCP 200 may include one or more anchors 224. Anchor 224

may be any one of a number of fixation or anchoring mechanisms. For example,

anchor 224 may include one or more pins, staples, threads, screws, helix, tines, and/or

the like. In some examples, although not shown, anchor 224 may include threads on

its external surface that may run along at least a partial length of anchor 224 Tire

threads may provide friction between the cardiac tissue and the anchor to help fix

anchor 224 within the cardiac tissue. In other examples, anchor 224 may include

other structures such as barbs, spikes, or the like to facilitate engagement with the

surroundins cardiac tissue.



Figure 3 illustrates acoustic, electrical and pressure waveforms that occur

during a typical cardiac cycle. The ventricular pressure is shown at 300, and atrial

pressure is shown at 302. A phonocardiogram is shown at 310, illustrating the heart

sounds that would be detected by the same "pressure" sensor as one of the pressure

traces shown at 300, 302. The phonocardiogram is shown as reflecting each of a first

heart sound 3 2, second heart sound 3 4, and third heart sound 3 6. Those skilled in

the art recognize that the first, second and third heart sounds 312, 3 14, 3 6 are in fact

terms of art.

The electrocardiogram is shown at 320, including well known P-Q-R-S-T

wave sequences as the heart beats. These "waves" represent the electrical signals that

flow through the myocardium to trigger muscle contractions during depolarization

and subsequent repolarization. Tims, the P-wave 322 represents atrial depolarization,

the R-wave 324 represents ventricular depolarization, and the T-wave 326 represents

ventricular repolarization .

As can be seen, the P-wave 322 corresponds to a change 304 in the atrial

pressure 302, though atrial pressure changes are much smaller than those of the

ventricles. Next, the R-wave 324 temporally corresponds to the first heart sound 3 2,

as the atrioventricular valves (tricuspid and mitral) close at the start of ventricular

depolarization. As the ventricles contract in response to depolarization, the

ventricular pressure increases as illustrated at 306, and the contraction continues until

the muscle begins to relax and ventricular pressure drops. The aortic and pulmonary

valves close causing the second heart sound 314. Atrial pressure shows a small notch

(the dichrotic notch) at the closure of the aortic valve, as shown at 308. The third

heart sound 3 6 is thought to possibly correspond to the refilling of the heart

chambers following a contraction.

Some prior art approaches to pacing capture verification rely primarily on the

electrical signals generated by the heart. Presence of an R-wave at a specific time, or

having a specific morphology (shape), can be detected to confirm that a therapeutic

pacing pulse has had its intended effect. Using an electrical signal, however, can be

challenging if one or more of the sensing electrodes are also used for therapy, as the

issuance of a pacing pulse can leave the electrode polarized, electrically, and blinded

to responsive cardiac activity. Typically the electrode used to deliver a pacing pulse

may be blanked, or cut-off, relative to sensing circuitry during and following the

pacing pulse delivery. In addition, for an LCP, simplicity of design is paramount, as



the size of the device is constrained by the need to deliver it to the heart through the

vasculature and then leave it in the heart chamber. For example, some prior solutions

may use non-pacing electrodes for capture verification signal detection, however,

some LCP hardware embodiments may have only two electrodes, making this

solution unworkable. Alternatives that use a non-electrical signal either as a primary

source for capture verification, or to adjudicate other capture verification methods

when those other methods fail to yield definitive results, are desired.

The inventors have recognized that a pressure sensor or sensors may be added

to the LCP hardware and used for capture verification. An illustrative pressure sensor

may take the form of a piezo-resistive micro-machined silicon sensor with an

integrated pressure reference element. In some cases the sensor may be of a capacitive

sensing type. These types of sensors may be deployed in distinct compartments of an

implantable device with compliant interface to the blood pool or tissue environment

that provides a gas and liquid tight barri er i t allowing the transfer of pressure

waves. The interior of the pressure sense compartment may be fluid filled for

efficient transfer of pressure. Alternate pressure sensors may be realized by the

integration of strain gages to the wall(s) of the implantable device housing. A variety

of implementations are possible.

The use of pressure signals for capture verification may be of particular use

for sy stems having an LCP placed in the left ventricle (such as shown at 04 in Figure

1), where the pressure swings will be greater and more immediate than in other

chambers of the heart. However, the following methods may be applied for devices in

other chambers as well. Capture verification may be performed as an ongoing process

for each delivered paced beat. Alternatively, capture verification may be a periodic

process used in conjunction with pace threshold testing in which the pacing threshold

is reduced until capture is lost, in order to ensure that the output pacing therapy

energy is well tailored to the patient overtime.

Figure 4 shows an illustrative method in block flow format. The method 400

begins with delivery of a pacing pulse, as shown at 402. Next, the method comprises

monitoring the cardiac response using pressure, as shown at 404. The sensed pressure

is analyzed and the method either concludes that a desired response has been evoked,

as noted at 406, or no evoked capture response has been observed, as shown at 408.

As illustrated in additional embodiments below, the analysis to yield either

result 406 or 408 may include, for example, comparing detected pressure to a



threshold. In other examples, the pressure waveform itself may be compared to a

pressure waveform template, or the peak slope of pressure may be analyzed (possibly

in combination with threshold checking). In other examples, the pressure signal may

be analyzed to identify a fiducial pressure event (maximum positive or negative slope

or peak, for example), and determining an interval between the fiducial pressure event

and one or more of an acoustic or electrical event, or the timing of pace deli very, and

then analyzing the interval to determine whether capture has taken place. In some

examples, the method of Figure 4 may be combined with a second capture verification

method, as illustrated in Figure , below.

Reviewing the method in some further detail, block 402 may reflect the

delivery of a pacing pulse at the expiration of a timer, sometimes referred to as

expiration of an escape interval. For example, in bradycardia pacing, the escape

interval defines a minimum cardiac rate that is to be allowed. Block 404 may include

taking a series of samples of the pressure signal at, for example, a frequency in the

range of about 25 Hertz to about 0 Hertz, or higher or lower. The pressure signal

may be monitored during a time period of interest, for example, starting at or within

up to 250 milliseconds after the delivery of a pacing pulse, with pressure signal being

captured for as little as 50 milliseconds of time up to about 600 milliseconds. In an

example, the pressure signal may be captured at a 100 Hz sampling rate for 400

milliseconds following delivery of the pacing pulse. In an adaptive method, the

typical timing of a patient's cardiac response may be observed (see Figures 5B and 6B

for some initialization concepts), and windowing of the sampling may be narrowed to

those time periods of greatest interest, in order to preserve current in the battery-

powered system. n the event that no evoked capture response is observed, as

indicated at 408, the system may keep pacing parameters fixed until a pattern of

failure to capture is observed or, alternatively, the system may change pacing

parameters using one or more of the steps illustrated below in Figure 12.

Figure 5A shows an illustrative method in block flow format. The method 500

begins with delivery' of a pacing pulse 502 Next, a pressure signal is captured, as

indicated at 504: pressure signal capture 504 may be narrowed to a particular window

of time, as desired. A feature is extracted from the pressure signal, as shown at 506.

A number of different features may be extracted. For example, a pressure peak or

minimum may be tracked. In an illustrative example, the feature may be the peak

pressure during systole, or diastole, or overall during a window following pace



deliver}'. In another illustrative example, the feature may be the minimum pressure

during diastole, or during systole, or overall during a window following pace delivery.

In another illustrative example, the feature may be the peak rate of change of pressure,

during one of systole or diastole, or overall during a window following pace deliver}-.

In another example, the feature may be the minimum rate of change of pressure

during diastole, or during systole, or during a window following pace deliver . A

plurality of features may be extracted and compared to different thresholds, if desired,

with pacing capture verified if some, a majority, or all of the features exceed

corresponding thresholds.

It is next determined whether a feature threshold is crossed, as shown at 508.

If the feature threshold is crossed, the method concludes that the desired response has

been evoked, as indicated at 510 or, if not, finding instead that no evoked capture

response took place and so no capture occurred 512.

Block 508 may take several approaches to 'threshold" crossing depending on

the selected feature. In one example, the threshold crossing may be as simple as

determining whether the pressure crossed some absolute threshold, or showed some

total change from a first time (such as at the time pacing pulse was delivered) to a

peak in the sensed window. In an example, the threshold must also be crossed for at

least a predetermined period of time (for example, 50 o 300 milliseconds, or more or

less) to be deemed a threshold crossing at 508 indicating that an evoked capture

response has occurred. In another example, the threshold analysis may include

calculating the area over a threshold encompassed by the signal - that is, how much

over the threshold multiplied by show long the signal remains over the threshold.

Figure 5B shows an illustrative initialization method for use with the method

of Figure 5A Tire initialization process 550 comprises selecting a step for threshold

initialization 552. Threshold initialization 552 may be called, for example,

periodically (i.e. once an hour, once a day, once a week, etc.), or occasionally in

response to an event. For example, threshold initialization 552 may take place at

clinical follow-ups. Threshold initialization 552 may take place in response to a

change in pacing parameters.

Threshold initialization 552 may also take place in response to detection of a

change in patient activity, posture, respiratory rate, heart rate, cardiac arrhythmia

status, sleep status, or a body chemical or other physiological parameter.



For example, an accelerometer may also be provided in an LCP in order to

detect activity or posture changes by the patient. When the accelerometer indicates

changes in activity or posture, the threshold initialization 552 may be called.

Initialization 552 may also be called in response to a detected cardiac

condition, for example, if the patient endures bouts of atrial fibrillation, the

identification that atrial fibrillation is ongoing (by the self-same or a second device

such as an atrial LCP, or subcutaneous monitor or defibrillator, or a transvenous

pacemaker, defibrillator or cardiac ^synchronization device) may trigger

initialization 552.

In another example, threshold initialization 552 may occur in response to the

patient's respiratory status. For example, a thoracic impedance sensor may be

provided to detect respiratory parameters such as respirator}' rate, tidal volume and

minute ventilation. In this illustrative example, initialization 2 may also be called if

a respiraton,' parameter changes beyond a predetermined threshold.

In another example, a patient s sleep status may be determined and may

prompt threshold initialization. Sleep status may be determined by, for example,

observing a prolonged period of inactivity or lack of motion, or using methods

described in US Patent 7,189,204, titled SLEEP DETECTION USING AN

ADJUSTABLE THRESHOLD, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference. Threshold initialization may occur when the sleep state is entered, and/or

may be performed (again) if it is determined that the patient has awoken.

In another example, the patient's body chemicals may be monitored or

observed and a change in chemical state may trigger threshold initialization 552;

monitoring of body chemicals maybe performed as described in US patent 7,809,441,

titled IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVICE WITH CHEMICAL SENSOR AND

RELATED METHODS, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.

For example, conditions such as heart failure can cause body chemicals, in particular

electrolytes such as potassium, to markedly change. A chemical sensor may detect

when a threshold for a particular chemical, such as an electrolyte, for example,

potassium, is crossed, and this may prompt threshold initialization. Initialization 552

may also be called if conditions such as hypokalemia or hyperkalemia are detected.

During the initialization routine, one or a plurality of pacing pulses are

delivered, as shown at 554, and the relevant pressure threshold metric is calculated for

the delivered pace pulse(s). The relevant pressure threshold metric may be any of the



examples noted above, such as absolute peak (within a window if desired). In other

examples, the metric may have multiple parts, for example, if the rale to be initialized

relates to time over threshold , or area of the curve over a threshold, the time or area

can be set, or the threshold can be set, or both. Tire evoked pressure threshold(s) are

then set, as indicated at 558, and may be used in the methods shown in Figure 5A, or

in oilier methods shown herein.

In an example, the maximum pressure peak is found at block 556 for a set of

anywhere from one to ten pace captured cardiac contractions, and the threshold at 558

is set to be in the range of about 50% up to about 95% of the average or median

maximum pressure peak(s). This threshold may be used as an absolute threshold.

Alternatively, this first threshold can be used to then determine the area of the curve

over the threshold for the one to ten pace captured contractions, to generate a median

or average are of the curve over the now set threshold. Capture verification

parameters can then be set from the area over the curve relative to the set/calculated

threshold using, for example, a percentage or statistically derived parameter (such as

by calculating standard deviation or variance) away from peak, median or average

values.

To facilitate the initialization method 550, the pace pulses delivered at 554

may be delivered with parameters, such as amplitude and/or pulse width, that are

selected to give a high likelihood of actual capture, as indicated at 560. Alternatively,

capture may be confirmed for each of the pace pulses delivered during block 554, as

indicated at 562. Confirmation may use, for example the cardiac electrogram as

indicated at 564, or by using data received from a second device that is observing the

initialization process, as indicated at 566. For example, if an L -placed LCP is

performing the initialization process 550, a separate implanted device may

communicate with the LCP to confirm capture is occurring, with the second device

being, for example, another LCP in the RV or an atrial chamber, or a subcutaneous

cardiac monitor or defibrillator, or a transvenous pacemaker, defibrillator or

device.

Figure 6A shows an illustrative method in block flow format. In this example,

the pressure-based capture verification 600 comprises delivering a pacing pulse at

602. A pressure signal across a window of time is then obtained at 604. The obtained

pressure signal is then compared to a template, as shown at 606, at it is determined

whether a template match occurs, as shown at 608. If the template is matched, then it



is concluded thai a response was evoked and capture is confirmed, at 610. If the

template is not matched, then it is found that the desired response was not evoked, and

capture cannot be confirmed, as indicated at 612.

To perform comparison to a template, one of several alignment methods may

be used. In one example, the entire obtained signal is compared using, for example,

correlation waveform analysis (CW) and/or a simplified CWA using a difference of

area analysis. Wavelet, principal component analysis or other more complex

approach may be used; however, the most likely approach would simply be a

difference of area analysis. In another example, the template may be calculated to

have a fiducial point, for example a peak at the start or end thereof, or at a maximum

slope point, with the fiducial point being also identified within the obtained pressure

signal from block 604 and used to align the template and obtained pressure signal to

allow comparison. In yet another example, the comparison process may be performed

repeatedly to identify a "best match" between the obtained pressure signal and the

template. Template matching may be combined with a pressure feature analysis as

shown by Figure 5A, for example, calling for both a template match and at least a

pressure amplitude feature or pressure slope feature to exceed a threshold, in order to

verify pacing capture.

Figure 6B shows an illustrative initialization method for use with the method

of Figure 6A. The process 650 begins with an initialization ca l, as indicated at 652.

As with initialization routines shown at Figure 5B, initialization ca l 652 may be

periodic or occasional, using any of the examples already noted above for periodic

and/or occasional (re)-initialization. One or more pacing pulses are then delivered, as

indicated at 654. Again, step 654 (much like in Figure 5B) may use large amplitude

or pulse width pacing pulses 670 to ensure capture, and/or may confirm capture 672

using the cardiac electrogram 674 and/or a second device 676.

Pressure signal(s) are obtained at 656 for each of the one or more pace pulses

delivered in 654. The obtained signals may be continuous throughout the pacing time

period or may be limited to a window or windows of interest, using sampling rates

and window sizes/durations already described above in reference to Figure 5B. In an

example, the sampling rate for a template formation initialization shown in Figure 6B

may be higher than the standard sampling rate used for pressure signals in the actual

beat-to-beat capture verification analysis of Figure 6A (or other verification analyses



described herein). The obtained signals can be referred to as obtained pressure

template formation signals.

Next, an evoked pressure template is set, as indicated at 658. 'Template setting

may include any of a variety' of processes including, for example and without

limitation:

Identifying, by use of peaks, peak slopes, inflection points, or threshold

crossings, for example, a fiducial point for alignment of obtained pressure

template formation signals, or for alignment to be used during the capture

verification process

- Averaging plural obtained pressure template formation signals

Performing principal component analysis or wavelet transform analysis on

one or plural obtained pressure template formation signals

Defining a signal window of interest for the obtained pressure template

formations signals and using this signal window to define the pressure

signals to be obtained during capture verification processes

Templates may be separately formed for each of cardiac capture and non-

capture, if desired. In one example, an obtained pressure signal can be compared

against each of a template for capture and a template for non-capture, and if the

obtained pressure signal is more similar to the template for capture, then the pace

pulse is deemed to have captured the heart. In another example, only a template for

capture exists, and a threshold is set to determine whether an obtained pressure signal

"matches" the template sufficiently to support a conclusion that capture took place. In

another example, only a template for non-capture exists, and a threshold is set to

determine whether an obtained pressure signal matches the template sufficiently to

support a conclusion that no capture occurred.

The formation of templates may be done for a single device as indicated at 680

by creating a single template. On the other hand, if desired, a plurality of templates

may be formed for plural patient postures (standing, seated, laying down, etc .), using,

if desired, an output of an accelerometer to indicate what posture the patient is in or,

in a directed method, using a set of postures that the patient is instructed to adopt by

the use of an external device such as a home monitoring device, clinician

programmer, or connected smartphone, for example, in which the external tells the

patient to hold a particular posture and then indicates that the implant may perform a

data gathering procedure. The process may be repeated 660 to account for additional



postures, or for different patient activities (sleeping versus exercising, for example).

If a patient is prone to certain conditions such as atrial fibrillation, the process may be

repeated with and without atrial fibrillation ongoing. In a multiple device context

682, more than one template may be formed to account for different full and partial

capture or non-capture modes. For example, if LCP devices are in each of the left and

right ventricle, multiple templates maybe formed including two or more of the

following:

Left LCP capture; Right LCP capture; (double capture)

Left LCP capture; but no Right LCP capture; (single capture - left)

Right LCP capture; but no Left LCP capture; (single capture - right)

- Neither Left nor Right LCP captured (no capture)

Coordination of the Left LCP and Right LCP can be used to facilitate the process by,

for example, having one device withhold therapy while the other delivers therapy to

obtain templates for the single-capture conditions, with both devices delivering

therapy for the double capture condition and both withholding to obtain the no capture

condition, and repeating for those 660. It may be useful to have two or more such

templates, though not all may be needed in a given usage.

Figures 7-12 shows illustrative methods in block flow form. The method 700

in Figure 7 uses two separate pressure-sensor derived signals. A pacing pulse is

delivered at 702, and the pressure signal is obtained at 704 and processed, in one

example, through two channels for higher frequency acoustic content and lower

frequency pressure content. A pressure signal fiducial point is identified at 706, such

as the peak ventricular pressure, maximum upward slope, or an inflection point, initial

threshold crossing, or pressure change, and a timing marker created for the pressure

signal fiducial point. An acoustic signal fiducial is identified at 708 such as, for

example, the first or second heart sounds (See Figure 3).

A time interval between the pressure signal fiducial 706 and the acoustic

signal fiducial 708 is calculated, and compared to a threshold. For example, the

interval may be from the upward excursion of the pressure signal, or max peak point

of tlie upward rise of pressure, or the inflection point indicating that the upward slope

of the pressure signal is starting to decrease, to the second heart sound. This time

interval is then compared to a threshold, as indicated at 710. If the time interval

exceeds the threshold at 712, then an evoked capture response is found and capture

has taken place as indicated at 714. If the time interval does not exceed the threshold,



then the cardiac response thai has been measured is not the evoked capture response

that was intended, as indicated at 716, and no capture is found to have occurred. The

interval threshold used in block 712 may be set using a known value, or an

assumption, or it may be calculated using a method such as those of either Figure 5B

or Figure 6B.

Figure 8 shows another example method. In Figure 8, method 800 uses both

an electrogram based signal and a pressure signal to perform capture verification.

Again the method begins with delivery of a pacing pulse at 802, followed by-

obtaining a pressure signal at 804, with a pressure fiducial point identified in the

pressure signal 804. The fiducial point may be a maximum, minimum, inflection

point, maximum slope point, threshold crossing or other identifiable predefined event

of the pressure signal. The method next obtains the electrogram (EGM) occurring

before, during and/or after the pace signal, as indicated at 806, and identifies another

fiducial point. For example, the EGM fiducial may be an R-wave peak, or P-wave, or

a QRS onset, or a turning point or inflection point associated with any of these

signals, and the pressure fiducial may be the time at which a peak pressure occurs, or

pressure dropoff begins, the dichrotic notch, or an inflection point occurs.

An interval is then calculated between the pressure fiducial and the EGM

fiducial, as indicated at 808, and compared o a threshold as indicated at 810. The

interval threshold used in block 8 0 may be set using a known value, or an

assumption, or it may be calculated using a method such as those of either Figure 5B

or Figure 6B. If the interval exceeds the threshold at 812, the method determines that

the desired response has been evoked and capture took place, as indicated at 814. If

the interval does not exceed the threshold at 816, the method concludes that the

desired evoked capture response did not occur and capture did not take place. In one

example, using the P-wave as an EGM fiducial point and a fiducial point of the

pressure signal (e.g. dichrotic notch), if the interval is shorter than that during intrinsic

beats by a threshold amount, it is determined that the LV is captured, if not, it is

determined that the LV is not captured.

Figure 9 shows another example method. In Figure 9, the method 900 uses

both a pressure based signal and a motion signal to perform capture verification.

Again the method begins with deliver}' of a pacing pulse at 902, followed by

obtaining a pressure signal at 904, with a pressure fiducial point identified in the

pressure signal 904. The fiducial point may be a maximum, minimum, inflection



point, maximum slope point, threshold crossing or other identifiable predefined event

of the pressure signal.

Next, at 906, a motion signal is captured, and another fiducial is identified in

the motion signal. For example, a fiducial may be an indication of movement of the

cardiac muscle wall during contraction. As indicated at 908, the method next

calculates a correspondence of the motion and pressure fiducial points - that is, did

the pressure change correspond to the movement of the cardiac wall, for example, by

occurring at approximately the same time the movement was detected, plus or minus a

margin of up to 00 milliseconds. As a second check, optionally, block 9 0 also calls

for determining whether the pressure signal exceeded a threshold, which may

encompass any of the methods to "threshold" comparison discussed in reference to

Figure 5A, above. If both the correspondence at 908 and threshold at 910 are met, as

indicated at 912, then it is determined that the desired cardiac response was evoked

and capture took place, as indicated at 914. If either the correspondence or threshold

checks are not met, the method concludes that the desired evoked capture response

did not take place and capture did not occur, as indicated at 916.

Figure 0 shows another example. In this method 00, a pace is delivered at

02, and the pressure signal is again obtained as indicated at 04 . A maximum

slope of the pressure signal is obtained as indicated at 1006. The maximum slope is

then compared to a set of boundary conditions, as indicated at 1008, to determine if

the maximum slope matches expectations and fails within a range having high and

low borders. Alternatively, the applied range may only have a high boundary, or only

a low boundary. If expectations at 008 are met, the method determines that the

desired cardiac response was evoked and capture took place, as indicated at 1010. If

expectations at 1008 are not met, the method determines that the desired evoked

capture response did not take place and capture did not occur, as indicated at 0 2 .

To ensure that the "maximum slope" is related to the desired signal type, a

path length limitation may apply as indicated at 1020. For example, the path length

minimum may require that the maximum slope be measured across a relatively long

period of time, rather than a short spike that could be attributed to noise within the

signal; for example, a minimum path length may require no turning points within 3

milliseconds before or after the "maximum slope" point. Thus the slope identified at

1006 would have to be within a 60 millisecond continuous upward slope, rather than



reflecting a sudden spike. The path length rule 1020 is optional, and other approaches

to eliminating noise or artifact from the pressure signal may be used.

Figure 11 shows an example in which multiple capture verification processes

are used. In the method 1 00, a first attempt at capture verification is performed

using a first process, for example, by analyzing the cardiac electrical signal by an LCP

(using the EGM) or by a subcutaneous device using the subcutaneous

electrocardiogram. The first attempt 1104 may deliver any of three outcomes:

Conclusively finding no evoked capture response and therefore no capture

( 06)

Conclusively finding an evoked capture response and therefore capture

(1108); or

- An inconclusive result, leading to the use of a pressure based capture

verification 0 for further adjudication between no evoked capture

response 106 or evoked capture response found 08.

In an alternative approach, block 4 and 1110 may be reversed, such that pressure-

based capture verification is performed as a first attempt, with electrical cardiac

signals, or a secondary device, used as the alternative to adjudicate inconclusive

results n another example, the device may select between blocks 04 and 110

based on one or more conditions of the patient and/or history of the patient such as

using knowledge that a prior check of capture used one method was successful

leading to a decision to keep using the same method for capture verification. In

another example, a device may alternate between first and second (or third or more)

capture verification methods.

Figure 12 illustrates a set of possible corrective actions or investigations that

an implantable device may take in response to a failure to find an evoked capture

response and verify capture. In method 1200, the pacing pulse is delivered at 1202,

following by a finding of no evoked capture response at 1204. Corrective steps may

be taken, including increasing the pace pulse energy level, at 1206, and/or changing

the timing of pace therapy delivery- 208 by initiating sooner or delaying to a later

time. Other corrective steps may include engaging in a search process to identify the

intrinsic R-wave as indicated at 12 , using, for example, one or more of the cardiac

electrical, acoustic, motion, or pressure signals. Another corrective step may include

requesting data from a second device, as indicated at 1212, to determine the timing of

various chamber events, for example, if capture did not occur for the LV or RV, it



may be useful to determine whether and when contraction took place in other

chambers including the other ventricle or the atria. Data from 1 0 and 1 2 may

inform changes made in 1208, for example.

A device may be configured to take corrective action after a single iteration of

block 1204, or may require a pattern. In one example, a device may automatically

increase energy 1206 after a single iteration of block 1204, and may revert to the other

items, 1208, 1210, 1212, in response to a pattern or trend of failed capture. Blocks

1208, 1210, 1212 may form part of a single, broader process.

Various Notes & Examples

Following are several illustrative examples provided to explain how various

means may be used in some embodiments.

A first illustrative example takes the form of an implantable medical device

(such as device 200 in Figure 2) comprising: at least first and second electrodes (such

as electrodes 220A, 200B, and 222) for at least one of delivering therapy or sensing

electrical signals; a pressure sensor for sensing intracardiac pressure (such as a

pressure or acoustic sensor 2 10); operational circuitry coupled to the electrodes and

the pressure sensor (operational circuitry may include the processing module 212 and

associated memory and logic circuits including, for example, analog to digital

converters, digital to analog converters, logic arrays or gates, programmable arrays, a

state machine, a microprocessor or microcontroller, or the like). The operational

circuitry of this first illustrative example also includes pace means to deliver an

electrical pacing stimulus to the heart of a patient using the at least first and second

electrodes; monitor means to monitor for an evoked capture response indicating the

electrical pacing stimulus was captured using the pressure sensor: and determining

means to determine if the evoked capture response is detected and either; conclude

that the electrical pacing stimulus captured at least a portion of the patient's heart: or

conclude that the electrical pacing stimulus did not capture the patient's heart. The

pace means may include the pacing output circuitry 204 of Figure 2, which may

include constant or varying current or voltage controlled circuitry such as a digital to

analog converter, current mirror, voltage source, or other suitable circuitry, as well as

coupling outputs such as DC blocking capacitor, and/or electrode selection circuits.

The monitoring means may include operational instractions for execution by the

processing module 212 to observe outputs of the pressure, acoustic sensor 210 over

time, such as by use of block 404 in Figure 4, block 504 in Figure 5A, block 604 in



Figure 6A, block 704 in Figure 7, block 804 in Figure 8, block 904 in Figure 9, and/or

block 004 in Figure 10, for example. The determining means may include

operational instructions for execution by the processing module for performing, for

example, the analysis of blocks 406/408 of Figure 4, blocks 508 and 5 0/5 2 of

Figure 5A, blocks 608 and 610/612 of Figure 6A, blocks 712 and 714/716 of Figure 7,

blocks 812 and 814/816 of Figure 8, blocks 912, and 914/916 of Figure 9, and/or

blocks 1008 and 1010/1012 of Figure 10

A second illustrative embodiment takes the form of a medical device as in the

first illustrative embodiment, further comprising extracting means to monitor an

output of the pressure sensor during a predetermined time period following operation

of the pace means and extract a feature from the pressure signal; and comparing

means to compare the extracted feature to a feature threshold and identify whether e

feature threshold is exceeded; further wherein the determining means is configured to

determine: that the evoked capture response has been detected if the comparing means

find that the feature threshold is exceeded; and that the evoked capture response has

not been detected if the comparing means finds that the feature threshold is not

exceeded. Such an example is illustrated in Figure 5A. n some variants of this

second illustrative example, the extracted feature is a peak pressure during systole and

the feature threshold is a pressure threshold; the extracted feature is a minimum

pressure during diastole, and the feature threshold is a minimum pressure threshold

for diastole; the extracted feature is a peak rate of change of pressure during systole,

and the feature threshold is a minimum rate of change of pressure; the extracted

feature is a minimum rate of change of pressure, and the feature threshold is a

minimum rate of change of pressure; and/or the extracted feature is an area under the

curve of a measured pressure over a period of time, and the feature threshold is a

minimum area.

A third illustrative embodiment takes the form of a medical device as in the

second illustrative embodiment, wherein the operational circuitry further comprises

initialization means to initialize the feature threshold, wherein the initialization means

comprises: therapy means to direct the pacing means to deliver one or more electrical

pacing stimulus to the heart of the patient using the at least first and second electrodes

using pacing parameters that are expected to capture the heart; calculating means to

obtain signals from the pressure sensor and calculate an expected feature value using

obtained pressure signals corresponding to evoked capture responses; and setting



means to set the feature threshold in relation to the expected feature value. Tile

therapy means may include operational instructions for execution by the processing

module for using the pacing means, for example, as illustrated at block 554 of Figure

5B and explained in association therewith. The calculating means may include

operational instructions for execution by the processing module for performing, for

example, as illustrated at 556 in Figure 5B by obtaining signals from the pressure

means (and or other sensors) and calculating the feature metric. The setting means

may include operational instructions for execution by the processing module for

performing, for example, as shown at 558 in Figure 5B by, for example, setting a

feature threshold in relation to a calculated metric.

A fourth illustrative example takes the form of a medical device as in the first

illustrative example, wherein the monitor means comprises: extracting means to

monitor an output of the pressure sensor during a predetermined time period

following operation of the pace means and extract a set of pressure data from the

pressure signal; and template matching means to determine whether the extracted set

of pressure data matches an evoked pressure signal template; further wherein the

determining means is configured to determine: that the evoked capture response has

been detected if the template matching means determines that the extracted set of

pressure data matches the evoked pressure signal template; and that the evoked

capture response has not been detected if the template matching means determines

that the extracted set of pressure data fails to match the evoked pressure signal

template. Such an example is generally shown in Figure 6A. The extracting means

may include operational instructions for execution by the processing module for

performing, for example, to obtain the pressure signal as indicated at 604. The

template matching means may include operational instructions for execution by the

processing module for performing, for example, as shown at 606. The determining

means may include operational instructions for execution by the processing module

for performing, for example, the determination at 608 and 6 0/6 2. In a further

extension of this fourth illustrative example, the operational circuitry further

comprises initialization means to initialize the feature threshold, wherein the

initialization means comprises: therapy means to direct the pacing means to deliver

one or more electrical pacing stimuli to the heart of the patient using the at least first

and second electrodes and using pacing parameters that are expected to capture the



heart; and template means to form an evoked pressure signal template; such an

embodiment is shown in Figure 6B.

In another variant on the fourth illustrative example, the medical device

further comprises a posture sensor (such as posture sensor 208), wherein the

operational circuitry is configured to store a plurality of template evoked pressure

signal templates corresponding to at least first and second postures of the patient.

In some variants of the third and fourth illustrative examples, confirming

means may be included. Hie confirming means may include operational instructions

for execution by the processing module for performing, for example, as shown at 562

(Figure 5B) or 672 (Figure 6B), obtaining confirmation of capture from a cardiac

electrogram as noted at 564/674 (using, for example, the EGM sensor 206 of Figure

2), or obtaining confirmation from a second device as noted at 566/676 (using, for

example, telemetry module 202 of Figure 2).

In another variant of any of the first to fourth illustrative example, the medical

device takes the form of a Ieadless cardiac pacemaker configured for implantation and

operation within a patient's heart.

Each of these non-limiting examples can stand on its own, or can be combined

in various permutations or combinations with one or more of the other examples.

The above detailed description includes references to the accompanying

drawings, which form a part of the detailed description. The drawings show, by way

of illustration, specific embodiments in which the invention can be practiced . These

embodiments are also referred to herein as ' examples." Such examples can include

elements in addition to those shown or described. However, the present inventors

also contemplate examples in which only those elements shown or described are

provided. Moreover, the present inventors also contemplate examples using any

combination or permutation of those elements shown or described (or one or more

aspects thereof), either with respect to a particular example (or one or more aspects

thereof), or with respect to other examples (or one or more aspects thereof) shown or

described herein.

In the event of inconsistent usages between this document and any documents

so incorporated by reference, the usage in this document controls.

In this document, the terms a" or "an" are used, as is common in patent

documents, to include one or more than one, independent of any other instances or

usages of "at least one" or "one or more." Moreover, in the following claims, the



terms "first," "second," and "third," etc. are used merely as labels, and are not

intended to impose numerical requirements on their objects.

Method examples described herein can be machine or computer-implemented

at least in part. Some examples can include a computer-readable medium or machine-

readable medium encoded with instructions operable to configure an electronic device

to perform methods as described in the above examples. An implementation of such

methods can include code, such as microcode, assembly language code, a higher-level

language code, or the like. Such code can include computer readable instructions for

performing various methods. The code may form portions of computer program

products. Further, in an example, the code can be tangibly stored on one or more

volatile, non-transitory, or non-volatile tangible computer-readable media, such as

during execution or at other times. Examples of these tangible computer-readable

media can include, but are not limited to, hard disks, removable magnetic or optical

disks, magnetic cassettes, memory cards or sticks, random access memories (RAMs),

read only memories (ROMs), and the like.

The above description is intended to be illustrative, and not restrictive. For

example, the above-described examples (or one or more aspects thereof) may be used

in combination with each other. Other embodiments can be used, such as by one of

ordinary skill in the art upon reviewing the above description.

The Abstract is provided to comply with C.F.R. §1.72(b), to allow the

reader to quickly ascertain the nature of the technical disclosure. It is submitted with

the understanding that it will not be used to interpret or limit the scope or meaning of

the claims.

Also, in the above Detailed Description, various features may be grouped

together to streamline the disclosure. This should not be interpreted as intending that

an unclaimed disclosed feature is essential to any claim. Rather, inventive subject

matter may lie in less than all features of a particular disclosed embodiment. Thus,

the following claims are hereby incorporated into the Detailed Description as

examples or embodiments, with each claim standing on its own as a separate

embodiment, and it is contemplated that such embodiments can be combined with

each other in various combinations or permutations. The scope of the invention

should be determined with reference to the appended claims, along with the full scope

of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.



The Claimed Invention Is:

. An implantable medical device comprising:

at least first and second electrodes for at least one of delivering therapy or

sensing electrical signals;

a pressure sensor for sensing intracardiac pressure;

operational circuitry coupled to the electrodes and the pressure sensor and

comprising:

pace means to deliver an electrical pacing stimulus to the heart of a patient

using the at least first and second electrodes:

monitor means to monitor for an evoked capture response indicating the

electrical pacing stimulus was captured using the pressure sensor; and

determining means to determine if the evoked capture response is detected and

either:

conclude that the electrical pacing stimulus captured at least a portion

of the patient's heart; or

conclude that the electrical pacing stimulus did not capture the

patient's heart.

2 . The implantable medical device of claim 1 further comprising:

extracting means to monitor an output of the pressure sensor during a

predetermined time period following operation of the pace means and extract a feature

from the pressure signal; and

comparing means to compare the extracted feature to a feature tlireshold and

identify whether the feature threshold is exceeded;

further wherein the determining means is configured to determine:

that the evoked capture response has been detected if the comparing

means find that the feature threshold is exceeded; and

that the evoked capture response has not been detected if the

comparinig means finds that the feature threshold is not exceeded.

3. The implantable medical device of claim 2 wherein the extracted feature is a

peak pressure during systole and the feature threshold is a pressure threshold.



4 . The implantable medical device of claim 2 wherein the extracted feature is a

mimmum pressure during diastole, and the feature threshold is a minimum pressure

threshold for diastole

5 . The implantable medical device of claim 2 wherein the extracted feature is a

peak rate of change of pressure during systole, and the feature threshold is a minimum

rate of change of pressure

6 . The implantable medical device of claim 2 wherein the extracted feature is a

minimum rate of change of pressure, and the feature threshold is a minimum rate of

change of pressure.

7 . The implantable medical device of claim 2 wherein the extracted feature is an

area under the curve of a measured pressure over a period of time, and the feature

threshold is a minimum area.

8 . The implantable medical device of any of claims 2-7 wherein the operational

circuitry' further comprises initialization means to initialize the feature threshold,

wherein the initialization means comprises:

therapy means to direct the pacing means to deliver one or more electrical

pacing stimulus to the heart of the patient using the at least first and second electrodes

using pacing parameters that are expected to capture the heart;

calculating means to obtain signals from the pressure sensor and calculate an

expected feature value using obtained pressure signals corresponding to evoked

capture responses; and

setting means to set the feature threshold in relation to the expected feature

value.

9 . The implantable medical device of claim 1 wherein the monitor means

comprises:

extracting means to monitor an output of the pressure sensor during a

predetermined time period following operation of the pace means and extract a set of

pressure data from the pressure signal; and



template matching means to determine whether the extracted set of pressure

data matches an evoked pressure signal template;

further wherein the determining means is configured to determine:

that the evoked capture response has been detected if the template

matching means determines that the extracted set of pressure data matches the

evoked pressure signal template; and

that the evoked capture response has not been detected if the template

matching means determines that the extracted set of pressure data fails to

match the evoked pressure signal template.

10. The implantable medical device of claim 9 wherein the operational circuitry

further comprises initialization means to initialize the feature threshold, wherein the

initialization means comprises:

therapy means to direct the pacing means to deliver one or more electrical

pacing stimuli to the heart of the patient using the at least first and second electrodes

and using pacing parameters that are expected to capture the heart;

template means to form an evoked pressure signal template.

11. The implantable medical device of either of claims 8 or 10 wherein the

initialization means comprises confirming means to confirm that capture has occurred

for initialization purposes in response to the delivered one or more electrical pacing

stimuli that directed by the therapy means.

2. The implantable medical device of claim 1wherein the confirming means is

configured to confirm capture for initialization purposes by reference to a

communication from a second medical device.

13. The implantable medical device of claim 11wherein the confirming means is

configured to confirm capture for initialization purposes by analysis of a cardiac

electrical signal.

14. The implantable medical device of any of claims 9-10 further comprising a

posture sensor, wherein the operational circuitry is configured to store a plurality of



template evoked pressure signal templates corresponding to at least first and second

postures of the patient.

. The implan table medical device of any of the preceding claims wherein the

medical device takes the form of a leadless cardiac pacemaker configured for

implantation and operation within a patient's heart.
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